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Abstract: With a higher and higher penetration of renewable energy in the grid, the principle of the virtual synchronous
generator (VSG) is proposed as an attractive solution to controlling the grid-connected inverters. In common, active powerfrequency and reactive power-voltage controllers play major roles in VSG control system. However, the line impedance and
local loads are the critical case effecting on the control result of the two controllers. Compared with reactive power-voltage
controller, active power-frequency controller is more easier to product the load sharing among the VSGs accurately. This paper
presents a self-adaptable reactive power-voltage controller to deal with the sharing problem of reactive power in the parallel
VSGs system, using the reactive power difference to adjust reactive power-voltage control coefficient. Then, a linearised smallsignal model is established for stability analysis of the reactive power-voltage control coefficient to the parallel VSGs system.
Finally, an experiment of two parallel VSGs system based on the self-adaptable reactive power-voltage controllers is performed,
with different line impedance. Results obtained from the experiment verify the effectiveness of the proposed self-adaptable
reactive power-voltage controllers in the parallel VSGs system.

1

Introduction

In the recent years, distributed generation (DG) has recently been
considered as a promising solution to meet the increased demand
for utility with smaller effects on the environment and distribution
infrastructures. With the higher and higher penetration of
renewable energy sources, the problem of grid steady operation is
increasingly severe. With lacking inertia needed to support and
participating in the frequency and voltage control of an AC system,
the renewable energy sources (RESs) inverters are hence unable to
contribute to the improvement of system stability [1]. This issue
can be addressed through the application of the concept of virtual
synchronous generator (VSG), which combine VSC and
synchronous generator (SG) characteristics. The VSG control
algorithm of a power electronics inverter is a control feature that
can be added to a converter controller to enable it to behave as an
SG [2].
The active power-frequency and reactive power-voltage
controllers play a major roles in VSG control system. When VSG
operates in island mode, the droop control strategy, based on the
internally frequency and voltage droop, is an effective strategy to
distribute power between inverters without intercommunication
[3].
Based on the assumption of pure inductive lines, the traditional
droop control uses the frequency to regulate the active power (P–f)
and voltage to control reactive power (Q–U). But in low-voltage
power system, the transmission line is mainly resistive, so the
traditional droop control cannot be the same effective as in highvoltage system. Adding inductance into the transmission line or
adjusting the output impedance of the inverter into inductive helps
relieve the power coupling issue [4]. The real power–frequency
(P–ω) and reactive power–voltage (Q–U) droop control methods
have been conventionally adopted to obtain the accurate powersharing performance with a decentralised method [5]. With
resistive transmission line, the transmitted reactive power is
proportional to phase angle difference and the active power is
related to voltage difference, so P–U droop control was discussed
in [6]. But neither P–f droop control nor P–U droop control is able
to completely make power decoupling.

This paper focused on active power and reactive power-sharing
performance of the parallel VSGs system, and proposed a selfadaptable reactive power-voltage controller to deal with the sharing
problem of reactive power in the paralleled VSG system, using the
reactive power difference to adjust reactive power-voltage control
coefficient. Then a linearised small-signal model is established for
stability analysis of the reactive power-voltage control coefficient
to the parallel VSGs system.

2

Principle of VSG control

The VSG concept is first presented in the subject of the VSYNC
project [7]. A VSG is a grid-connected or alone power electronic
inverter controlled to emulate the behaviour of an energy source
with a well-defined rotational inertia towards the grid during a
limited period of time, thereby increasing the grid frequency
stability and giving balancing algorithms, control, and protection
devices more time to restore normal grid operation after a fault or
contingency.
Fig. 1 shows the basic principle of VSG. The distributed energy
resources (DREs) such as wind and solar energy can be equivalent
to a prime motor, and a classical three-phase voltage-source PWM
inverter was used as synchronous generators that can mimic the
properties of SGs such as power droop, damping, and inertia.
Following the principle of the VSG, every distributed gridconnected inverter operated as a synchronous generator, so that the
method and theory of large-scale grid stability controlling could be
transplanted into controlling a microgrid with a high penetration of
DREs [8]. Therefore, the problem of the fluctuating DREs
affecting the voltage and frequency of the microgrid can be solved
effectively.
A general overview of the VSG control systems and the power
system configuration is shown in Fig. 2. A mathematical model of
VSG and its associated control loops are used to control a threephase voltage-source inverter (VSI). The blocks composing the
internal representation of the SG and its traditional droop control
loops are grouped at the bottom of the figure. Here, a classical
second-order model for VSG is adopted which mainly includes the
electrical model and mechanical model. A simplified swing
equation represented as the mechanical model can be shown as
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Fig. 1 Concept of virtual synchronous generator

Fig. 3 Equivalent circuit of two parallel VSGs system

U = UN − Dq(Q − QN )

(Dq > 0)

(4)

where PN and QN are rated active power and reactive power,
respectively. P and Q are the output active power and reactive
power of VSG, and UN is the rated voltage. DP is damping
coefficient of P–f control loop, Dq is damping coefficient of Q–U
control loop.

3

Fig. 2 Structure of the multiple parallel VSGs system

Equation (a). It should be noted that all the variables are indicated
by physical values here.
d(ω − ωN )
Jω
= Pm − Pe − D(ω − ωg)
dt
dθ
=ω
dt

(2)

where ra is the armature resistance, xa is the synchronous
reactance, U̇ is the output voltage of the VSG, Ė is the excitation
electromotive force, and I˙ is the stator current.
Based on the basic principle of SG governor and automatic
voltage regulator (AVR), the distributed grid-connected inverter
mimics the frequency regulator and voltage regulator of the SG
with the conventional droop control such as P–f droop and Q–U
droop. The droop control equations are expressed as
ω = ωN − DP(P − PN ) (DP > 0)
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In Fig. 2, it is obvious that the mathematical modelling and droop
control are the core of VSG realisation. For the mathematical
modelling of VSG, there is a consensus among the current
literatures that the second-order model is widespread used in VSG
modelling, which mainly depends on the swing equation [1].
Hence, the droop control has been focused on and discussed in this
subsection.
First of all, the equivalent circuit of two parallel VSGs system
is shown as Fig. 3 [10], the output active power Pi and reactive
power Qi of each VSG connected to the point of common coupling
(PCC) can be written as
Pi =

2
UiUPCCRlicos δi − UPCC
Rli + UiUPCC Xlisin δi
2
Rli + Xli2

Qi =

2
UiUPCC Xlicos δi − UPCC
Xli − UiUPCCRlisin δi
2
Rli + Xli2

(1)

where Pm and Pe are mechanical active power and electromagnetic
active power, respectively, ω is the rotating speed of the generator,
ωN is the rated angular frequency, ωg is the angular frequency of
the grid, θ is electric angle, D is the damping coefficient, and J is
the rotor inertia.
The electrical equation of the synchronous generator is used to
represent a quasi-stationary electrical model (QSEM) by (2),
assumed that the SG stator impedance is algebraic in SRRF. The
variables in SRRF are translated from those in static three-phase
frame by an amplitude invariant park transformation. And all the
variables in SRRF equations are described by complex spacevector notation according to Ẋ = xd + jxq [9].
Ė = U̇ + I˙(ra + jxa)

Self-adaptable Q–U controller

(3)

(5)

where Ui and UPCC are the amplitude of the output voltage of the
VSG and the PCC, respectively. δi is the phase angle between the
output voltage of VSG and the voltage of the PCC.
In VSG control system, the P–f and Q–U droop control are
often used to mimic the primacy frequency and voltage regulation
properties of SG. But the control relationships of the P–f and Q–U
are obtained under the assumption that the line impendence is
inductive, Rli is neglected, and δi is quite small, then sin δ = δ and
cos δ = 1. Consequently, the active power and reactive power can
be expressed as
Pi ≈

UpccUi
δ
Xli i

Qi ≈

Upcc
(Ui − Upcc)
Xli

(6)

According to (6), by adjusting Pi and Qi independently, frequency
and amplitude of the PCC voltage are assured as shown in (3) and
(4) [4, 11].
Hence, the conventional P–f and Q–U droop method has an
intrinsic problem related to the line impedance. For multiple VSGs
parallel operation, by only using the conventional droop method,
the VSG dynamics cannot be independently controlled.
It should be noted that the frequency is a global variable, so
active power load can be exactly distributed all the time.
Consequently, the problem of P–f controller is not discussed here,
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coefficients of VSGs should be set to the same value.
Correspondingly, if the accurate proportional load sharing is
needed, the base value of the droop coefficients of VSGs should be
in inverse proportion to their power ratings [12].

4

Results and analysis

4.1 Small-signal analysis
In this section, small-signal model of two parallel VSGs system
with the self-adaptable Q–U controller is built for stand-alone
mode. Then, based on this model, the transition responses of active
power and reactive power of VSGs during a loading deviation are
shown and analysed.
A state-space model for the two parallel VSGs system as shown
in Fig. 3 can be obtained as given in (2)–(9), the state-space
equations of the two parallel VSGs system, which contain the
electrical system, the voltage and current loop controllers, the
transmission line, and LC filter, are well established and can be
directly adapted from [9, 13, 14]. The equations for the filter
currents, the grid side currents, and the output voltage of the VSG
can be derived directly from the circuit in Fig. 2, and are not
presented for simple. However, the output voltage of the selfadaptable Q–U controller can be written as

Fig. 4 Principle of the self-adaptable Q-U controller

dξ
= QN − Qi
dt
Fig. 5 Overview of the self-adaptable Q-U controller

as a corresponding self-adaptable Q–U controller is proposed in
VSG control system to for the decoupling of active power and
reactive power.
The principle of the self-adaptable Q–U control which can
make the load sharing between the parallel VSGs is shown in Fig
4. Originally, the two VSGs operate at the points ‘a’ (U1,Q1) and
‘b’ (U2,Q2), the operating points ‘c’ and ‘d’ are the operating
points of VSGs after using the self-adaptable Q–U controller. Since
the different line impedance, the reactive power of two parallel
VSGs are also different with the same droop coefficient Dp, as Q1
> Q2. It is clearly that the reactive power of two parallel VSGs are
both deviated from the reference value (Q1 + Q2)/2. With the effect
of the self-adaptable Q–U controller, the droop coefficient of VSG1
is increased to Dp1, meanwhile, the operating point of VSG1
changes from ‘a’ to ‘c’. Similarly, he droop coefficient of VSG2 is
decreased to Dp2, meanwhile, the operating point of VSG2 changes
from ‘b’ to ‘d’. Moreover, the load accurately sharing is obtained
with the two VSGs operating at ‘c’ and ‘d’, respectively.
The diagram of the self-adaptable Q–U controller is shown in
Fig. 5. The proposed self-adaptable Q–U controller is equivalent to
regulate the reactive power droop coefficient automatically in the
conventional droop control method. The improved droop control
equation can be expressed as
Ui = UN − [Dp − (K p + Ki /s)(PN − Pi)]Pi

(8)

Ui∗ = UN + (Dq − Kp)(QN − Qi) − Kiξ

(7)

where Kp and Ki are the proportional coefficient and integral
coefficient of the PI controller, respectively.
Due to the integrating element in the VSG control system, the
load sharing in multiple VSGs parallel systems can be carried out
automatically without the measured value of line impedance. Since
the droop coefficients is chosen to satisfy (7), reactive powersharing proportional to their power ratings is (always) achieved. If
the average load sharing is needed, the base value of the droop

Then, the non-linear state-space equations which contains 30 state
variables can be linearised around stable operating points and a
linearised small-signal model of two parallel VSGs system is
expressed as
Δẋsys = AsysΔxsys

(9)

where (see equation below) The small-signal dynamics of the
linearised small-signal model as shown in (9) were accessed by
performing an eigenvalue analysis for the line impendence in the
system. The parametric sweep results are shown in Figs. 6 and 7,
where the ratio (R/X) varies on the range of 40–0.025 and the line
length (lline) varies on the range of 20–800 m. In Fig. 6, low
frequency eigenpair λ17, 18 change from two real roots into a pair of
conjugate complex roots, with oscillation frequency increasing and
damping ratio reduced. When the line resistance ratio reaching
0.025, eigenpair λ13, 14 moves into the right half plane, and then the
system exhibits instability. A similar analysis can be done in Fig. 7,
there are two-pairs of complex-conjugate in the high-frequency
eigenvalues λ3 − 10 move towards to the right side of the complex
plane, with damping ratio increasing. For the middle-frequency
eigenvalues, eigenpair λ11, 12 move towards to the left side of the
complex plane and become to a pair of complex-conjugate at last.
The eigenpair λ13, 14 and eigenvalue λ15 make a little change in their
location. The low frequency eigenpair λ17, 18 move towards unstable
region making the system more oscillatory and eventually leading
to instability, with line length increasing. Vice versa, a reduction in
the line length can shift the eigenvalues towards the right side of
the complex plane and generate instability for values lower than
190 m.
It can be seen from the above sections, the resistive component
of line impedance can support damping for the system, the lowfrequency and middle-frequency eigenvalues move towards to the
left side of the complex plane with the line length increasing,
which make the system more steady. Moreover, high-frequency

Δxsys = [Δω1; ΔP1; ΔQ1; Δϕd1; Δϕq1; Δγd1; Δγq1; Δild1; Δilq1; Δvod1; ⋯
Δvoq1; Δiod1; Δioq1; Δξ1; Δδv2; Δω2; ΔP2; ΔQ2; Δϕd2; ⋯
Δϕq2; Δγd2; Δγq2; Δild2; Δilq2; Δvod2; Δvoq2; Δiod2; Δioq2⋯
Δξ2; Δiloadd; Δiloadq]
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Table 1 Experiment parameters
Parameter
Value
Parameter
Sb1,2/kW

Fig. 6 Eigenvalue loci (only the important eigenvalues shown) for a
parametric sweep of the ratio of line impedance in a rage of 40 to 0.025

5

Value

Udc/V

700

fsw/kHz

6

Uref

220 V, 50 Hz

Lf1,2/mH

1

Cf1,2/μF

10

Rline1/Ω

0.4

Lline1/mH

4

Rline2/Ω

0.8

Lline2/mH

6

Dp1,2

5 × 10−5

Dq1,2

Rload1

34.9 Ω

Lload1

5 × 10−3
44.5 mH

Rload2

5.6 Ω

Lload2

4.47 mH

Kp

0.001

Ki

0.1

Fig. 7 Eigenvalue loci (only the important eigenvalues shown) for a
parametric sweep of the length of line in a rage of 20 to 800 m

Fig. 9 Experiment results of the active power of the two VSGs

Fig. 8 Experiment results of the system frequency

eigenvalues are far from the imaginary axis and the corresponding
movements are very little, it does not affect the system stability.
4.2 Experiment results
In an island microgrid mode, a prototype of two parallel VSGs as
shown in Fig. 3 was executed and tested in the laboratory. Under
laboratory conditions, the setup of the experiment system is the
same as those listed in Table 1.
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed self-adaptable Q–U
controller, the system is originally controlled by the conventional
droop control approach with the initial load1, and then VSG control
method with the proposed self-adaptable Q–U controller is used at
3 s, load2 is connected to PCC at 6 s as a load deviation. Figs. 8–10
show the experiment results of system frequency, active power, and
reactive power, respectively. An obvious inertia delay can be
observed from the system frequency in Fig. 8. And it is clear that
the active power of the two VSGs can be accurate sharing, but the
reactive power corresponding cannot share equally when the
system is operated by the conventional droop control approach.
After 3 s, an accurate power-sharing performance can be seen in
both active power (5 kW) and reactive power (1.8 kvar) curves.
With a load deviation at 6 s, both the active power (6.7 kW) and
reactive power (2.6 kvar) sharing shown in Figs. 9 and 10 exhibit
good performance.

5

Conclusion
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Fig. 10 Experiment results of the reactive power of the two VSGs

Active power-frequency and reactive power-voltage controllers
play a major role in VSG control system. However, the line
impedance and local loads are the critical case impacting on the
control performance of the two controllers. Here, a self-adaptable
reactive power-voltage controller is proposed to deal with the
sharing problem of reactive power in the parallel VSGs system,
which uses the reactive power difference to adjust reactive powervoltage control coefficient. For the stability analysis of the parallel
VSGs system with the proposed self-adaptable reactive powervoltage controller, a linearised small-signal model is established,
and the parametric sweep results of line impedance are analysed.
Finally, the experimental results obtained in the laboratory are
presented before drawing the final conclusions.
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